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A limited liability company (LLC for short) is a way to legally structure a business. It combines the limited responsibility of the corporation with the flexibility and lack of formalities provided by a partnership or individual entrepreneur. Any business owner who seeks to limit his personal liability
for business debts and lawsuits should consider forming an LLC. Here are the steps you need to take to form an LLC in Ohio. Read more about how to form an LLC in any state, read in the material How to form an LLC. 1. Choose a name for your LLC under Ohio law, the name of the LLC
must include one of the following: Limited Company Limited, LLC, L.L.C., ltd. or ltd. The name of your LLC should be distinguishable from the names of other business entities already on file with the Ohio Secretary of State. Names can be checked for the Ohio Secretary of State's business
names in the database. You can reserve a name for 180 days by applying for a name booking (Form 534-B) with the Ohio Secretary of State. The application can be submitted online or by mail. The application fee is $39. Using a trade name you should not use the official legal name of your
LLC registered in your article organization when you are doing business in the real world. Instead, you can use a trading name, also called the intended name, DBA (short for doing business like that), or a fictitious business name. To do this in Ohio, you must register your trade name with
the Ohio Secretary of State. To register, file a name registration (Form 534A) with the Secretary of State online or by mail. The application fee is $39. Read more about the registration of business names in Nolo's article How to register the name of the business. 2. Appoint a registered agent
Every Ohio LLC must have an agent to service the process in the state. It is an individual or legal entity that agrees to accept legal documents on behalf of the LLC if it is sued. A registered agent may be an Ohio resident or a domestic or foreign corporation authorized to conduct business in
Ohio. A registered agent must have a physical street address in Ohio. However, an individual agent can provide the P.O. box as the agent's address; but the agent must certify by checking the relevant box in the organization's articles that the person is an Ohio resident. 3. File Articles of
Ohio LLC is created by filing an organization article for domestic limited liability companies (Form 533A) with the Ohio Secretary of State. Articles must include: the name of the LLC by virtue of The Article - after filing or a later date of the LLC, if not the perpetual LLC purpose (optional)
address, mail, and phone number name, address and signature of registered agent LLC, as well as the signature of a member of the LLC, manager or authorized representative of the Articles can be filed online or by mail. The application fee is $99. All documents and procedural steps to
start a limited company can be done online using the Nolo Online LLC Formation Service. 4. 4. Operating Agreement LLC operating agreement is not required in Ohio, but is highly appropriate. The Operating Agreement is the main document that establishes the rights, powers,
responsibilities, obligations and obligations of the members between themselves and to the LLC. The operating agreement is a purely internal document and is not submitted to the Secretary of State. If an existing or newly created LLC does not accept an operating agreement, its existing
organization articles, by-laws or operating agreement, and/or its membership control or agreement of a limited company become its operating agreement. To get assistance in setting up an operating agreement of the LLC, see if an operating agreement is created, it must not be filed with the
Articles of the Organization. 5. Compliance with other tax and regulatory requirements Additional tax and regulatory requirements may apply to your LLC. These may include: EIN: If your LLC has more than one member, it must get its own IRS Employer Identification Number (EIN), even if it
does not have employees. If you form one member of an LLC, you should only get an EIN for it if he has employees or you choose to have it taxed as a corporation rather than an individual entrepreneur (not paying attention to the person). You can get an EIN by filling out an EIN online
application on the IRS website (www.irs.gov). There is no filing fee. Business License: Depending on the type of business and where it is based, your LLC may need to obtain other local and state business licenses. For local licenses, contact the clerk for the city where the LLC's main
business location is located (or county if it is in an unincorporated area). For information about the state license, check with the checklist section on the Start a Business Business page. Ohio.gov. For more information, see nolo's article How to Get a Small Business License in Ohio. Taxation
Department: In some cases, for example, if you have employees or you will sell goods and collect sales tax, you need to register with the Ohio Department of Taxation (DOT). For most tax purposes, you can register online through Ohio Business Gateway (OBG) or by mail using the correct
form (check out the obG website for details). Ohio also has a business tax that applies to most Ohio business entities, including SMLLCs. For more information on Ohio LLC's tax registration, see article Nolo Ohio LLC Annual Filing Requirements. Ohio LLC frequently asked questions I
should form LLC? If you are just starting a business or are already working as an individual entrepreneur, you should consider creating LLCs limit the owner's personal liability for debts and business lawsuits and offer greater flexibility when it comes to property, management and business
taxation. To learn more about the LLC and decide if this is the right business structure for you, see What is a limited liability company (LLC)? How do I know if my LLC's name is available? It's This. It is important to make sure that the name of your LLC is different from the names of other
existing businesses on file with the Ohio Secretary of State. You can search the name for free on the Ohio SOS website to make sure your proposed name is available. How much does it cost to form an LLC in Ohio? The Ohio secretary of state charges a $99 fee to file an organization's
articles. It will cost $39 to apply for name booking if you want to reserve your LLC name before filing an organization article. Filing on your own is often the cheapest option, but filling out all forms and filing them yourself can be tricky. Hiring a lawyer is another option, but will often cost you
hundreds if not thousands of dollars in the process. Nolo's Online LLC formation service can complete all documents and documents for you, with packages starting for as little as $49.00. To learn more about the costs associated with the formation and management of the LLC, see do I
need an operating contract for my Company Ohio LLC? Ohio does not require an LLC to have an operating agreement, but it is very advisable to have one. An operating agreement will help protect your restricted liability status, prevent financial and management misunderstandings, and
make sure you decide on the rules governing your business rather than state default law. For more information, can a foreign LLC do business in Ohio? To do business in Ohio, all LLCs organized outside the state must register with the Ohio Secretary of State. Foreign LLCs must appoint a
registered agent to service the process. The agent may be (1) an Ohio resident, (2) an Ohio corporation, or (3) a foreign corporation that has a business place and is licensed to conduct business in Ohio. However, an individual agent can provide the P.O. box as the agent's address; but the
agent must certify by checking the relevant box in the registration that the person is an Ohio resident. To register, register a foreign limited company (Form 533B). The application can be submitted online or by mail. The application fee is $99. The completed application must be accompanied
by a certificate of legal existence or good position from a foreign ORDNATION LLC, dated no more than 60 days before the filing of the certificate. Before applying, make sure that the name of the LLC is available in Ohio by checking the database of business names of Ohio. If the name is
not available, foreign LLCs must adopt a trading name for use in Ohio. Apply for a trademark registration (Form 534 A) with a $39 fee. The form can be submitted by mail or online. Can I create an LLC with one member in Ohio? For most forming purposes, Ohio One Member LLC is
considered the same as multiple LLC members. Steps to form a single member of an LLC in Ohio are the same as Above. One-member LLCs have extra flexibility when it comes to filing a tax To find out more, see Nolo's article, How Single-Face LLC pays federal income tax. Can I set up a
professional LLC in Ohio? If you provide licensed professional services in Ohio and want to create an LLC, you will need to form a professional limited liability company (PLLC). Examples of professional services include architects, lawyers, dentists, certified accountants and more. Generally,
if you provide a service that requires you to get an Ohio license before practicing, then you are a professional service. Each member of the company must be licensed in order to form a PLLC. To learn more about the formation of Ohio PLLC, see our article How to Form a Professional LLC
in Ohio. How can I dissolve my LLC when I'm finished? If you reach a point where it's time to close your business and stop all operations, then you want to properly dissolve your LLC to limit your liability for lawsuits and government fees. Learn about the steps you will need to take at How to
Dissolve LLC in Ohio. Ohio. ohio secretary of state form 534a. ohio state form 534a. ohio form 534a online. ohio form 534a pdf
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